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About This Guide

About This Guide
Use the Calendar Manager Module to manage calendars and calendar events
displayed throughout in iSAMS.
This guide provides information required by users and administrators of the Calendar
Manager Module. It contains the following chapters:
Chapter 1: Calendar Manager Configuration.
•

Setup the Calendar Manager Module with functions to suit you. For
example, send automatic emails to users when they create a calendar event.
See Calendar Manager Settings, page 8, for more information.

•

Setup a calendar for each area of your school and publish calendars to
selected groups of users. For example, publish a calendar for staff only or to
the parent portal. See Managing Calendars Overview, page 10.

•

Select moderators to authorise events in calendars before they are
published. See Add Calendar Moderators, page 12.

•

Categorise calendars for ease of use. Each category can been allocated
subcategories. For example, have a 'Sport' category with subcategories of
'Cricket', 'Rugby' and 'Hockey'. See Managing Calendar Categories
Overview, page 17.

Chapter 2: Calendar Events.
•

Add events to each calendar. These can be single, multiple or recurring
events. See Calendar Events Overview, page 28.

•

Edit details and customise settings for each calendar event. For example,
add event notes and link staff to calendar events. See Edit Calendar Events
Overview, page 45.

Chapter 3: Exporting Calendars.
•

Export a calendar to Excel, if required. See Exporting Calendars, page 58.

Chapter 4: Importing Calendars.
•

Import an existing calendar into iSAMS, this is useful when you first start
using the Calendar Manager Module. See Importing Calendars Overview,
page 62.

Chapter 5: Printing Calendars.
•
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Print calendars using customised templates. You may find this useful for
distributing information to parents, pupils and teachers. See Printing
Calendars Overview, page 66.
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Explanation of Symbols
The following symbols are used in this guide:
Note – a point that needs particular attention or further information that may
be of interest.
Tip – a handy hint that may provide a useful alternative or save time.
Caution – proceeding with a course of action may result in a risk, e.g.
wasting your time or potential problems with the operation of your
system.

Typefaces
The following typefaces are used throughout this manual:
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•

This typeface (italic) is used to represent cross-references within the manual and
important and useful additional information in the form of notes, tips and
warnings.

•

This typeface (bold) is used to represent information displayed on the
screen, such as button and web page names.

•

This typeface (underlined) is used to represent hyperlinks to external websites or
email addresses.
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Chapter 1:
Calendar Manager Configuration
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Calendar Manager Configuration Overview
Use the Configuration tab in Calendar Manager to setup the module to suit you. A
number of options are available in the Configuration tab:

The options available are explained below:
Option

Explanation

Settings

Select global settings for calendars. For example, send automatic
emails to users when they create a calendar event. See Calendar
Manager Settings, page 8.

Calendars

Manage the calendars that you want to use. You must add
calendars before you can create calendar events. See Managing
Calendars Overview, page 10.

Categories Create categories for your calendars. Calendar events can be
allocated to categories, such as 'Sport'. Managing Calendar
Categories Overview, page 17.
Refresh the screen to display the most up-to-date information
available.

Calendar Manager Settings
Use the Configuration tab to select global settings for your calendars. For example,
select to send automatic emails to users each time they create a calendar event.
To select global settings, follow the steps below:
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1.

In the Calendar Manager Module, select the Configuration tab.

2.

Select the Settings option. An example of the screen displayed is shown below:
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In the Event Submission section, use the check boxes available to select
calendar event properties:
Check box

Select to...

Send automatic email alerts
to event creators

Send a confirmation email to users each time
they create a calendar event.

Require moderator
authorisation

Ensure that each calendar event which is
created is authorised by a moderator.
Moderators can be selected for each
calender which is set up in the module.

Send automatic email
notifications to moderators

Send an email to the calendar moderator
each time a new calendar event is created.
This acts as a prompt for moderators to
authorise calendar events to speed up the
administration process.

Allow authorisation via
automatic email

Add a link to moderator emails. Moderators
can use the link to authorise calendar events
for publication. This is a useful time saving
tool.

Make location field
compulsory

Ensure that each calendar event is linked to
a location within your school.

Show staff absentees

Display a message when staff associated
with a calendar event are marked absent.
The Absentee message is displayed next to
Event Date in the Calendar Event tab.

4.

Check the box marked Use Tool Tips on BOX Intranet, this is optional. Select to
display additional information when displaying calendars through your school's
intranet.

5.

Check the box marked Show week numbers in calendar printouts. This is
useful to display calendar information clearly. Uncheck this box to save space on
printouts. An example of how week numbers are displayed in calendar printouts
is shown below:
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Click Save Settings to save your selections. Click Reload Settings to refresh
the screen with the last saved settings.

Managing Calendars
Managing Calendars Overview
Use the Configuration tab to manage the calendars listed in iSAMS. Each calendar
created, along with its properties, is listed in the Configuration tab. An example of the
Configuration tab is shown below:

Choose to:
•

Add a Calendar. Create a calendar for each section of your school to start using
the module. See page 10.

•

Add Calendar Moderators. Moderators can authorise events which have been
added to calendars. See page 12.

•

Edit a Calendar. Edit the name and publication options of a calendar. See page
13.

•

Delete Calendar Moderators. Remove users listed as calendar moderators. Use
this if staff roles in your school change. See page 15.

•

Delete a Calendar. Remove calendars which are no longer required. See page
16.

Add a Calendar
Create a calendar for each section of your school. You must add calendars to start
using the Calendar Manage Module.
To add a calendar in iSAMS, follow the steps below:
1.
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In the Calendar Manager Module, select the Configuration tab:
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2.

Select the Calendars option. An example of the screen displayed is shown
below:

3.

Click Add Calendar. This button is located in the bottom right of the screen, you
may need to scroll down to find this.
A popup window is displayed, an example is shown below:

4.

Enter a clear and concise Calendar Name in the field available.

5.

Use the check boxes available to select where your calendar is published. For
example, selected calendars maybe for internal use only and should only be
viewed by staff.

6.

Click

February 2014

Add Calendar.
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The new calendar is listed in the Configuration tab. All calendars are listed in
alphabetical order. You can now add moderators to your calendar, this is
optional. See Add Calendar Moderators, page 12, for more information.

Add Calendar Moderators
Moderators can be added to each calendar, if required. Any iSAMS user can be setup
as a moderator to authorise events which are added to calendars.
To add calendar moderators, follow the steps below:
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1.

In the Calendar Manager Module, select the Configuration tab:

2.

Select the Calendars option. An example of the screen displayed is shown
below:

3.

Scroll to your selected calendar and click Add Mod.
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A popup window is displayed, an example is shown below:

4.

Scroll though the list display and select a moderator. Moderators can only be
added one at a time.

5.

Click

Add Moderator.

The moderator is listed under the appropriate calendar. An example is shown
below:

Repeat the process to add more moderators, if required.

Edit a Calendar
Choose to edit the name and publication options of any calendar listed in iSAMS. For
example, you may want to increase the level of access to a calendar once all events
have been added for the term.
To edit a calendar, follow the steps below:
1.
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2.

Select the Calendars option. An example of the screen displayed is shown
below:

3.

Scroll to your selected calendar and click Edit.
A popup window is displayed, an example is shown below:
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4.

Edit the Calendar Name, if required. Use a clear and concise name.

5.

Use the check boxes available to select where your calendar is published. For
example, selected calendars maybe for internal use only and should only be
viewed by staff.

6.

Click

Edit Calendar.
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The edited calendar is listed in the Configuration tab. All calendars are listed in
alphabetical order. You can now add or delete calendar moderators, this is
optional. See Add Calendar Moderators, page 12, and Delete Calendar
Moderators, page 15, for more information.

Delete Calendar Moderators
Choose to delete a calendar moderator. You may want to do this if staff responsibilities
change.
To delete calendar moderators, follow the steps below:
1.

In the Calendar Manager Module, select the Configuration tab:

2.

Select the Calendars option. An example of the screen displayed is shown
below:

3.

Scroll to your selected calendar.

4.

Click

next to the moderator you want to remove.

The moderator is removed. The edited calendar is listed in the Configuration
tab.
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Delete a Calendar
Remove calendars which are no longer required.
Deleting a calendar removes it permanently from iSAMS. All events listed
in the calendar are also deleted.
To delete a calendar, follow the steps below:
1.

In the Calendar Manager Module, select the Configuration tab:

2.

Select the Calendars option. An example of the screen displayed is shown
below:

3.

Scroll to your selected calendar and click Delete.
You are prompted Are you sure you want to delete this calendar?

4.

Select OK.
The calendar is deleted.
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Managing Calendar Categories
Managing Calendar Categories Overview
Use the Configuration tab to manage the calendar categories listed in iSAMS.
Categories are used to distinguish between different types of calendar event. For
example, 'Sport' & 'Exams'. Users can choose to filter calendar events by category.
Choose to add subcategories to each category, if required. For example, under the
'Sport' category add subcategories of 'Rugby', 'Cricket' and 'Hockey'. This helps users
to quickly identify the calendar events which are relevant to them.
Each category and subcategory created is listed in the Configuration tab. An example
of the Configuration tab is shown below:

Choose to:
•

Create a Calendar Category. See page 17.

•

Modify Calendar Category Properties. See page 19.

•

Delete a Calendar Category. See page 20.

•

Create a Calendar Subcategory. See page 21.

•

Modify Calendar Subcategory Properties. See page 23.

•

Delete a Calendar Subcategory. See page 24.

Create a Calendar Category
An 'Unspecified' category must be created before you start adding more
calendar categories. This ensures that events are not deleted if a category is
removed from the module. Events listed in a category which is deleted are
moved to the 'Unspecified' category.
To create a calendar category, follow the steps below:
1.
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2.

Select the Categories option. An example of the screen displayed is shown
below:

3.

Click

Create Category in the Category Tasks section.

A popup window is displayed, an example is shown below:

4.

Enter a clear and concise name for the calendar category.

5.

Select an image from the drop down list. This provides a quick visual reference
for the calendar category. An example of the image selected is displayed to the
right of the Image field.

6.

Check the Sport box, this is optional. This activates a function when printing
calendars. Select if you want sporting events listed above all other events in
printed calendars.

7.

Click

Save & Close.

The new category is displayed in the Configuration tab.
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Modify Calendar Category Properties
Choose to edit the name and image of a calendar category, if required.
To edit calendar category properties, follow the steps below:
1.

In the Calendar Manager Module, select the Configuration tab:

2.

Select the Categories option. An example of the screen displayed is shown
below:

3.

Select the category you want to edit.

4.

Click

Modify Category Property in the Category Tasks section.

A popup window is display, an example is shown below:
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5.

Edit the category name. Enter a clear and concise name for the calendar
category.

6.

Select an image from the drop down list. This provides a quick visual identifier of
the calendar category. An example of the image selected is displayed to the right
of the Image field.

7.

Check the Sport box, this is optional. This activates a function when printing
calendars. Select if you want sporting events listed above all other events in
printed calendars.

8.

Click

Save & Close.

The modified category is displayed in the Configuration tab.

Delete a Calendar Category
Delete calendar categories which are no longer required.
Deleting a category removes it permanently from iSAMS. All events
linked to the category are listed as 'Unspecified' and subcategories are
deleted.
To delete a calendar category, follow the steps below:
1.
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In the Calendar Manager Module, select the Configuration tab:
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2.

Select the Categories option. An example of the screen displayed is shown
below:

3.

Select the category you want to delete.

4.

Click

Delete this Category in the Category Tasks section.

You are prompted Are you sure you want to delete this category?
5.

Select Yes.
The category is deleted.

Create a Calendar Subcategory
Choose to add subcategories to each category, if required. For example, under the
'Sport' category add subcategories of 'Rugby', 'Cricket' and 'Hockey'. This helps users
to quickly identify the calendar events which are relevant to them.
To create a subcategory, follow the steps below:
1.
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In the Calendar Manager Module, select the Configuration tab:
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2.

Select the Categories option. An example of the screen displayed is shown
below:

3.

Click

Create Subcategory in the Subcategory Tasks section.
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A popup window is display, an example is shown below:

4.

Use the drop down list to select a category to assign the subcategory to.

5.

Enter a clear and concise name for the subcategory.

6.

Click

Save & Close.

The new subcategory is displayed in the Configuration tab.

Modify Calendar Subcategory Properties
Choose to edit the name of a subcategory, if required. You can also change the
category that a subcategory is assigned to.
To edit calendar subcategory properties, follow the steps below:
1.

February 2014
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2.

Select the Categories option. An example of the screen displayed is shown
below:

3.

Locate the category containing the subcategory you want to edit.

4.

Click

Modify Subcategory Properties in the Subcategory Tasks section.

A popup window is display, an example is shown below:

5.

Use the drop down list to edit the category that the subcategory is assigned to.

6.

Edit the subcategory name. Enter a clear and concise name for the calendar
subcategory.

7.

Click

Save & Close.

The modified subcategory is displayed in the Configuration tab.

Delete a Calendar Subcategory
Delete calendar subcategories which are no longer required.
Deleting a subcategory removes it permanently from iSAMS.
Events listed in the subcategory are not deleted.
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To delete a calendar category, follow the steps below:
1.

In the Calendar Manager Module, select the Configuration tab:

2.

Select the Categories option. An example of the screen displayed is shown
below:

3.

Locate the category containing the subcategory you want to edit.

4.

Click

Delete this Subcategory in the Subcategory Tasks section.

You are prompted Are you sure you want to delete this subcategory?
5.

Select Yes.
The subcategory is deleted. Any events which were listed in the subcategory are
not deleted. Events are now listed under the category which contained the
original subcategory.
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Calendar Events Overview
Use the Calendar Events tab in the Calendar Manager Module to manage events in
your calendars.
An example of the Calendar Events tab is shown below:

Events listed in the Calendar Events tab are colour coded to assist you:
•

Red = Unauthorised events.

•

White = Authorised events.

•

Green = Today's calendar events.

•

Blue = Changes have been made to the calendar event publication options.

Use the functions available in the Calendar Events tab to:
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•

Filter the events listed. Use the filters available to view selected calendars and
events, this is useful if there are a high volume of events listed in the module.
See Using Calendar Filter View, page 29, for more information.

•

Search for events. This is useful if there are a high volume of events listed in the
module. Choose to print or edit the events listed. See Using Calendar Custom
Search, page 30.

•

Authorise Calendar Events, see page 31. You can only authorise events in
calendars which you moderate.

•

Print Calendar Events, see page 33. This is useful for quickly printing off basic
information. Calendars are displayed in a calendar format.

•

Add single calendar events. See Step 1: Add Calendar Event, page 34.

•

Add multiple events to calendars, for convenience. This is a useful time saving
function. The events that you add can be setup for different times and in different
calendars. See Step 1: Add Multiple Calendar Events, page 37.

•

Add recurring events to calendars. This is useful for adding regular activities to
calendars. See Step 1: Add Recurring Calendar Events, page 40.
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•

Edit events. This ensures that calendars are kept up-to-date. Recurring events
can be edited in bulk, if required. See Edit Calendar Events Overview, page 45.

•

Delete a calendar event that no longer needs to be listed. No log is kept of the
deleted event. See Delete a Calendar Event, page 54.

Using Calendar Filter View
The Filter View is the default view when you first open the Calendar Events tab. Use
the filters available to view selected calendars and events, this is useful if there are a
high volume of events listed in the module. Choose to authorise or edit the events
listed.
An example of the Filter View is shown below:

To use the Filter View, follow the steps below:
1.

In the Calendar Manager Module, select the Calendar Events tab.

2.

Use the date filters to select a period to display, this is optional:

3.

Click Filter View in the header bar:

The filters are displayed:

4.
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Click to make selections in each filter. Hold Ctrl to make multiple selections in
each filter.
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5.

Use the check boxes in the header bar to display selected events, this is optional:

Your selected events are displayed.
6.

Either:
Authorise events. See Authorise Calendar Events, page 31, for more information.
-orEdit the events displayed. See Edit Calendar Events Overview, page 45, for more
information.

Using Calendar Custom Search
Use the Custom Search function in the Calendar Events tab to search for selected
calendars and events. This is useful if there are a high volume of events listed in the
module. Choose to authorise or edit the events listed.
An example of the Custom Search function is shown below:

To use Custom Search, follow the steps below:
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1.

In the Calendar Manager Module, select the Calendar Events tab.

2.

Use the date filters to select a period to display, this is optional:

3.

Click Custom Search in the header bar:
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The search terms are displayed:

4.

Use the fields available to search for calendar events:
Search
for

Explanation

Event
Range

Select and search for calendar events by date range.

Event
Date

Select and search for calendar events on a selected date.

Event

Enter all or part of an event description to search for a calendar
event.

Calendars Select calendars to search for events in these calendars. Hold
Ctrl to make multiple selections.
Category
5.

Select a category to search for calendar events.

Click Search.
Your selected events are displayed.

6.

Either:
Authorise events. See Authorise Calendar Events, page 31, for more information.
-orEdit the events displayed. See Edit Calendar Events Overview, page 45, for more
information.

Authorise Calendar Events
Use the Calendar Events tab to authorise calendar events listed in the Calendar
Manager Module. Events can be authorised individually or by the day, to save time.
Only calendar moderators can authorise calendar events. Where a calendar event is
listed in more than one calendar, the moderator for each calendar must authorise the
event for the event to display in the respective calendars.
For example, the event 'Golf Day' is assigned to both the 'School' and 'Alumni'
calendars. The 'School' calendar moderator must authorise 'Golf Day' in the 'School'
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calendar and the 'Alumni' calendar moderator must authorise 'Golf Day' in the 'Alumni'
calendar.
To authorise a calendar event, follow the steps below:
1.

In the Calendar Manager Module, select the Calendar Events tab. An example
is shown below:

2.

Either:
Use the filters available to view selected calendars and days. Unauthorised
events are highlighted red.
-orUse the check boxes in the header bar to display unauthorised events:

3.

Either:
a)

Click

b)

Click Authorise.

next to your selected event in your selected day.

-orClick Authorise This Day in your selected day.
All events in calendars you are moderating are authorised and are displayed
white. If an event is listed in other calendars which you do not moderate the
events are still highlighted red.
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Print Calendar Events
Choose to print out calendar events directly from the Calendar Events tab. This is
useful for quickly printing off basic information. Events are displayed in a calendar
format.
See Printing Calendars Overview, page 66, for information on alternative printing
formats.
To print calendar events, follow the steps below:
1.

In the Calendar Manager Module, select the Calendar Events tab. An example
is shown below:

2.

Click

in the header bar.

A calendar is displayed in a popup window. This defaults to show today's date.
An example is shown below:
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3.

Use the filters and buttons available to change the information displayed:

4.

Click

Print Page to print the calendar displayed.

Add a Single Calendar Event Wizard
Step 1: Add Calendar Event
Use the Add Events wizard in the Calendar Events tab to add single events to
calendars. See Step 1: Add Multiple Calendar Events, page 37, if you want to add
multiple events.
To add a calendar event, follow the steps below:
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1.

In the Calendar Manager Module, select the Calendar Events tab.

2.

Click

Add Events in the header bar:
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Step 1 of the wizard is displayed in a popup window. An example is shown below:

3.

Click

4.

Click Next Step. Go to Step 2: Add Calendar Event, page 36, for more help.
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Add each new event one by one - Single.
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Step 2: Add Calendar Event
Step 2 of the wizard is displayed. An example is shown below:

Follow the steps below:
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1.

Enter the date and time of the event. Use the All Day Event check box, where
appropriate (the Start/End Time fields are not displayed when All Day Event is
checked).

2.

Add an Event Description. This should be clear and concise as Event
Description is displayed instead of an event name in calendars.

3.

Select an Event Category from the drop down list. Use this to distinguish
between different types of calendar event, for example select 'Soccer' or 'Rugby'
for events listed in the 'Sport' calendar.

4.

Add a Location for the event. Start typing a recognised school location and make
a selection from the list displayed.

5.

Enter additional information in the Notes field, such as more detail on the event.
You can choose to list Notes when printing calendars. Notes are not listed when
calendars are published to portals.

6.

Select the calendar that the event is to be listed in. Hold Ctrl to make multiple
selections.
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7.

8.

Calendar Events

Use the Calendar Manager Options check boxes to add properties to the event:
•

Authorise. Events added to calendars that you can moderate are
automatically authorised.

•

Hidden. The event is not displayed in calendars. The event is still listed in
the Calendar Events tab. Use this for provisional dates.

•

Late Event. The event is displayed in italics to highlight it as a late entry to
calendars.

Click Next Step. Go to Step 3: Add Calendar Event, page 37, for more help.

Step 3: Add Calendar Event
Step 3 confirms that the wizard is complete.
Click Finish to close the wizard. Automated e-mails are generated and the event is
ready to be authorised (depending on the configuration of the module).
The event is listed in the Calendar Events tab. An example is shown below:

Add Multiple Calendar Events Wizard
Step 1: Add Multiple Calendar Events
Use the Add Events wizard in the Calendar Events tab to add multiple events to
calendars. This is a useful time saving function. The events that you add can be setup
for different times and in different calendars. See Step 1: Add Recurring Calendar
Events, page 40, if you want to add recurring multiple events.
To add multiple calendar events, follow the steps below:
1.

In the Calendar Manager Module, select the Calendar Events tab.

2.

Click
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Add Events in the header bar:
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Step 1 of the wizard is displayed in a popup window. An example is shown below:

38

Add multiple events in one go - Multiple.

3.

Click

4.

Click Next Step. Go to Step 2: Add Multiple Calendar Events, page 39, for more
help.
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Step 2: Add Multiple Calendar Events
Step 2 of the wizard is displayed. An example is shown below:

Add as many events you require in step 2 of the wizard. Follow the steps below:
1.

Enter the date and time of the event. Leave the Start/End fields blank for all day
events.

2.

Add a Description. This should be clear and concise as Description is
displayed instead of an event name in calendars.

3.

Select a Category for the event from the drop down list. Use this to distinguish
between different types of calendar event, for example select 'Soccer' or 'Rugby'
for events listed in the 'Sport' calendar.

4.

Add a Location for the event. Either type in a recognised school location or make
a selection from the list displayed.

5.

Select the calendar that the event is to be listed in. Hold Ctrl to make multiple
selections.

6.

Use the Authorise check box to automatically authorise events in calendars that
you can moderate. This saves time as otherwise multiple calendar events must
be authorised individually.
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Click Next Step. Go to Step 3: Add Multiple Calendar Event, page 40, for more
help.

Step 3: Add Multiple Calendar Event
Step 3 confirms that the wizard is complete.
Click Finish to close the wizard. Automated e-mails are generated and the events are
ready to be authorised (depending on the configuration of the module).
The events are listed in the Calendar Events tab. An example is shown below:

Add Recurring Calendar Events Wizard
Step 1: Add Recurring Calendar Events
Use the Add Recurring Event wizard in the Calendar Events tab to add recurring
events to calendars. This is useful for adding regular activities to calendars, such as
weekly choir practice.
To add recurring calendar events, follow the steps below:
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1.

In the Calendar Manager Module, select the Calendar Events tab.

2.

Click

Add Recurring Event in the header bar:
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Step 1 of the wizard is displayed in a popup window. An example is shown below:

3.

Enter a Start Date and Start/End Time for the event. Use the All Day Event
check box, where appropriate (the Start/End Time fields are not displayed when
All Day Event is checked).

4.

Add a Description. This should be clear and concise as Description is
displayed instead of an event name in calendars.

5.

Select a Category from the drop down list. Use this to distinguish between
different types of calendar event, for example select 'Soccer' or 'Rugby' for events
listed in the 'Sport' calendar.

6.

Add a Location for the event. Start typing a recognised school location and make
a selection from the list displayed.

7.

Enter additional information in the Notes field, such as more detail on the event.
You can choose to list Notes when printing calendars. Notes are not listed when
calendars are published to portals.

8.

Use the Add to calendars section to select the calendar that the event is to be
listed in:
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a)

Select a calendar from the Calendar box on the left.

b)

Use the arrows available to move your selected calendar to the Add To
box on the right.

c)

Repeat this procedure to add more calendars, if required.
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Use the Additional Options check boxes to add properties to the event:
•

Authorise. Events added to calendars that you can moderate are
automatically authorised. This saves time as otherwise recurring calendar
events must be authorised individually.

•

Hidden. The event is not displayed in calendars. The event is still listed in
the Calendar Events tab. Use this for provisional dates.

•

Late Event. The event is displayed in italics to highlight it as a late entry to
calendars.

Click Next. Go to Step 2: Add Recurring Calendar Events, page 42, for more
help.

Step 2: Add Recurring Calendar Events
Step 2 of the wizard is displayed. An example is shown below:

Add recurrence details of the event in step 2 of the wizard. Follow the steps below:
1.

42

In the Recurrence Pattern and Criteria sections, select how often the event is to
recur. For example, choose the event to recur once a week on Mondays. The
fields available differ according to your selections.
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Calendar Events

In the Range of recurrence section, select either:
End after. How many times you want the event to appear in your selected
calendar/s.
-orEnd by. When you want to last event to be listed.

3.

Click Next to go to step 3 of the wizard. A summary of the recurring event is
shown. An example is shown below:

4.

Click Create if the event details listed are correct.
A popup window confirms that the wizard is complete.

5.
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Click Done to close the wizard. Automated e-mails are generated and the events
are ready to be authorised (depending on the configuration of the module).
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The events are listed in the Calendar Events tab. An example is shown below:

44
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Edit Calendar Events
Edit Calendar Events Overview
Edit events listed in the Calendar Events tab. This ensures that calendars are kept upto-date. Recurring events can be edited in bulk, if required.
Choose to:
•

Edit basic event details, such as the time of an event. See Edit Calendar Event
Details, page 45.

•

Change the calendar that an event is assigned to. For example, list 'Choir
Practice' in the 'Chapel' calendar instead of the 'Extra-Curricular' calendar. See
Assign an Event to a Calendar, page 47.

•

Link staff to calendar event. This is useful for listing staff members who are
organising or overseeing an event. See Associate Staff with a Calendar Event,
page 48.

•

Edit publication details. Choose to override any global publication options which
are applied from calendar settings. See Edit Calendar Event Publication Details,
page 50.

•

Edit calendar event notes. Notes can provide more detail on an event. Choose to
list Notes when printing calendars. See Edit Calendar Event Notes, page 51.

•

Edit calendar event properties. For example, mark an event as hidden so that it is
not displayed in calendars. This is useful for provisional dates. See Edit Calendar
Event Display, page 53.

•

Delete a calendar event that no longer needs to be listed. See Delete a Calendar
Event, page 54.

Edit Calendar Event Details
Edit basic calendar event details, if required. For example, change the start time or
location of an event.
To edit calendar event details, follow the steps below:
1.
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In the Calendar Manager Module, select the Calendar Events tab. An example
is shown below:
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2.

Click Edit in your selected event. A popup window is displayed with a number of
tabs for you to work with:

3.

Select the Core Details tab. An example is shown below:

4.

Edit the date and time of the event. Use the All Day Event check box, where
appropriate (the Start/End Time fields are not displayed when All Day Event is
checked).

5.

Edit the Description. This should be clear and concise as Description is
displayed instead of an event name in calendars.

6.

Edit the Category. Make a selection from the drop down list. Use this to
distinguish between different types of calendar event, for example select 'Soccer'
or 'Rugby' for events listed in the 'Sport' calendar.

7.

Edit the Location for the event. Start typing a recognised school location and
make a selection from the list displayed.

8.

Click

9.

If you have chosen to edit a recurring event a popup window is displayed. Make
the appropriate selection:

Save & Close.

•

Every occurrence. All instances of this recurring event are edited.

•

Just this occurrence. Only this event is edited.

•

Update Only Core Details Changes. No changes are saved in the other
edit tabs available.

The Calendar Events tab displays the edited information.
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Assign an Event to a Calendar
Change the calendar or calendars that an event is assigned to. For example, list 'Choir
Practice' in the 'Chapel' calendar instead of the 'Extra-Curricular' calendar.
Follow the steps below:
1.

In the Calendar Manager Module, select the Calendar Events tab. An example
is shown below:

2.

Click Edit in your selected event. A popup window is displayed with a number of
tabs for you to work with:

3.

Select the Assigned Calendars tab. An example is shown below:

The calendar/s that the event is currently assigned to are displayed in the Shown
in box on the right.
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Either:
Add the event to a new calendar. Select a calendar from the Available Calendar
box on the left.
-orRemove the event from a calendar. Select a calendar from the Shown in box on
the right.

5.

Use the arrows available to add/remove your selected calendar to/from the
Shown in box. Click on the double arrows to add/remove all the calendars listed.

6.

Click

7.

If you have chosen to edit a recurring event a popup window is displayed. Make
the appropriate selection:

Save & Close.

•

Every occurrence. All instances of this recurring event are edited.

•

Just this occurrence. Only this event is edited.

•

Update Only Core Details Changes. No changes are saved in the other
edit tabs available.

The Calendar Events tab displays the edited information.

Associate Staff with a Calendar Event
Use the Associate Staff function to link staff to a calendar event. This is useful for
listing staff members who are organising or overseeing an event. Associating staff is
only available from the editing function.
To associate staff with a calendar event, follow the steps below:
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1.

In the Calendar Manager Module, select the Calendar Events tab. An example
is shown below:

2.

Click Edit in your selected event. A popup window is displayed with a number of
tabs for you to work with:
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3.

Calendar Events

Select the Associated Staff tab. An example is shown below:

The staff that are currently associated with the event are displayed in the
Associated Staff box on the right.
4.

Either:
Associate staff with the event. Select staff from the Available Staff box on the
left.
-orRemove staff from the event. Select staff from the Associated Staff box on the
right.

5.

Use the arrows available to add/remove your selected staff to/from the
Associated Staff box. Click on the double arrows to add/remove all the staff
listed.

6.

Click

7.

If you have chosen to edit a recurring event a popup window is displayed. Make
the appropriate selection:

Save & Close.

•

Every occurrence. All instances of this recurring event are edited.

•

Just this occurrence. Only this event is edited.

•

Update Only Core Details Changes. No changes are saved in the other
edit tabs available.

The Calendar Events tab displays the edited information.
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Edit Calendar Event Publication Details
Use the Publication & Notes function to edit the publication options for a selected
calendar event. This overrides any global publication options which are setup in the
Configuration tab.
This is useful for customising calendar events in a selected calendar. For example, the
'Sports' calendar maybe setup to usually be excluded from the Alumni Portal, choose
to edit a selected alumni sporting event so that it can be viewed in the Alumni Portal.
To edit calendar event publication details, follow the steps below:
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1.

In the Calendar Manager Module, select the Calendar Events tab. An example
is shown below:

2.

Click Edit in your selected event. A popup window is displayed with a number of
tabs for you to work with:

3.

Select the Publication & Notes tab. An example is shown below:
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Calendar Events

Check the box marked Force this event to have its own publication options.
The publication options are displayed.

5.

Use the check boxes available to select where your calendar is published. For
example, selected calendars maybe for internal use only and should only be
viewed by staff.

6.

Click

7.

If you have chosen to edit a recurring event a popup window is displayed. Make
the appropriate selection:

Save & Close.

•

Every occurrence. All instances of this recurring event are edited.

•

Just this occurrence. Only this event is edited.

•

Update Only Core Details Changes. No changes are saved in the other
edit tabs available.

The Calendar Events tab displays the edited information. Publication options
which have been altered are highlighted blue:

Edit Calendar Event Notes
Use the Publication & Notes function to edit the Notes field in calendar events. Notes
provide more detail for an event. You can choose to list Notes when printing calendars.
Notes are not listed when calendars are published to portals.
To edit calendar event Notes, follow the steps below:
1.

In the Calendar Manager Module, select the Calendar Events tab. An example
is shown below:

2.

Click Edit in your selected event. A popup window is displayed with a number of
tabs for you to work with:
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3. Select the Publication & Notes tab. An example is shown below:

4.

Edit the information in the Notes field.

5.

Click

6.

If you have chosen to edit a recurring event a popup window is displayed. Make
the appropriate selection:

Save & Close.

•

Every occurrence. All instances of this recurring event are edited.

•

Just this occurrence. Only this event is edited.

•

Update Only Core Details Changes. No changes are saved in the other
edit tabs available.

The Calendar Events tab displays the edited information.
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Edit Calendar Event Display
Use the Other function when editing calendar events to change how calendar events
are displayed. For example, mark an event as hidden so that it is not displayed in
calendars. This is useful for provisional dates.
To edit the calendar event display properties, follow the steps below:
1.

In the Calendar Manager Module, select the Calendar Events tab. An example
is shown below:

2.

Click Edit in your selected event. A popup window is displayed with a number of
tabs for you to work with:

3.

Select the Other tab. An example is shown below:
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Use the check boxes available to edit the display properties of the event:
•

Hidden. The event is not displayed in calendars. The event is still listed in
the Calendar Events tab. Use this for provisional dates.

•

Late Event. The event is displayed in italics to highlight it as a late entry to
calendars.

•

Edited Event. The event is displayed in italics to highlight that it has been
edited.

5.

Click

6.

If you have chosen to edit a recurring event a popup window is displayed. Make
the appropriate selection:

Save & Close.

•

Every occurrence. All instances of this recurring event are edited.

•

Just this occurrence. Only this event is edited.

•

Update Only Core Details Changes. No changes are saved in the other
edit tabs available.

The Calendar Events tab displays the edited information.

Delete a Calendar Event
Delete a calendar event that no longer needs to be listed. No log is kept of the deleted
event.
To delete a calendar event, follow the steps below:
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1.

In the Calendar Manager Module, select the Calendar Events tab. An example
is shown below:

2.

Click Delete in your selected event.
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Either:
a)

You are prompted Are you sure you want to delete this event? (This is
displayed for single events.)

b)

Select Yes.

-or-

4.
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a)

You are prompted Are you sure you want to delete this recurring
event?

b)

Make the appropriate selection; Every occurrence/Just this occurrence.

The event/s is removed from calendars
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Exporting Calendars
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Exporting Calendars
Choose to export calendars to Excel, if required. You may find this useful if you need to
add further information to a calendar before printing, such as meeting notes.
To export a calendar, follow the steps below:
1.

In the Calendar Manager Module, select the Exporting tab.
An example of the Exporting tab is shown below:

2.
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In the Date Filters and Ranges section:
a)

Select the Term Dates that you want to export. A date range is displayed in
the Start/End Date fields.

b)

Select a Start/End Date, if required.

3.

Select the Calendars and Categories that you want to include in your export.
Hold ctrl to make multiple selections, if required.

4.

In the Event Options section, select the authorisation status of the calendar
events you want to export. For example, choose to export 'Authorised events
only'.

5.

Use the check boxes in Export Fields to select the fields that you want to use in
your exported calendars.

6.

Use the Order Results By drop down lists to select how your export is displayed.

7.

Choose an Export Format for your export.
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8.

Click Export Calendar. The export file is compiled for you. Once compiled the
number of records to export is displayed:

9.

Either:
Follow the on screen links to Open or Save the file.
-orClick Go Back and Adjust Export Options if the file is not as expected.
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Importing Calendars Overview
Import existing calendars from Excel to iSAMS, if required. This is useful when you use
the Calendar Manager Module for the first time and are looking to import your old
calendars into iSAMS. The Help Desk can provide a template for your existing
calendars to assist you.
Be careful if duplicate events are listed in your import. iSAMS lists all
events, even if they are duplicates.
Three options are available for you to work with when you open the Importing tab:

•

Import. Select this option to start your calendar import. See Import a Calendar
into iSAMS, page 62.

•

History. View a history of calendar imports, this is useful to prevent duplicate
entries. Imports added in error can also be removed in this tab. See Calendar
Import History, page 63.

•

Settings. Map the headings in your imported calendar with those used in iSAMS.
See Calendar Import Settings, page 63.

Import a Calendar into iSAMS
To import a calendar in iSAMS, follow the steps below:
1.

In the Calendar Manager Module, select the Importing tab.

2.

Click the Settings option to check the heading configuration of your import, if
required. See Calendar Import Settings, page 63, if you need more help with this.

3.

Select the Import option. An example of the fields displayed is shown below:

4.

Click Browse and select the file that you want to import.

5.

Enter a clear and concise name in the Name for import field. This is identifies
the import in the History option.

6.

Authorise the events being imported, this is optional but can save time:

7.
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a)

Check the box marked Events Authorised By.

b)

Select a user to authorise events from the drop down list. The user you
select does not have to be setup as a calender moderator.

Click Import.
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You are prompted when the import is successful. The calendar events that have
been imported are listed to assist you:

The imported calendar events are now listed in the Calendar Events tab.

Calendar Import History
View a history of calendar imports. You can also remove imports added in error, this is
useful to prevent listing duplicate events.
To view or delete calendar imports, follow the steps below:
1.

In the Calendar Manager Module, select the Importing tab.

2.

Select History. An example of the information displayed is shown below:

All imported calendars are listed here.
3.

Click

in your selected import to remove it.

You are prompted All events from this import will be deleted. Are you sure
you want to delete this import?
4.

Select Yes.
All calendar events relating to the selected import are removed from the
Calendar Manager Module.

Calendar Import Settings
You must ensure that the headings in your imported calendar are mapped with those
used in iSAMS. Not doing this can result in unsuccessful calendar imports.
When using the import template provided by iSAMS, it should not be necessary to
change default calendar import settings.
To check your import settings, follow the steps below:
1.
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In the Calendar Manager Module, select the Importing tab.
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Select Settings. An example of the information displayed is shown below:

All the headings required when importing calendars are listed in the Settings tab.
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3.

Click Edit next to your selected heading, if you need to change the information
displayed.

4.

Edit the heading in the field displayed.

5.

Click Update to save changes. The new heading is displayed in the Importing
tab.
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Printing Calendars Overview
Choose to print calendars or save calendars in an alternative format, if required. You
may find this useful for distributing information to parents, pupils and teachers.
A number of options are available to you when printing calendars:
•

Default Printing. Print off your choice of calendars, categories and
subcategories for selected dates. Printouts are generated in a standard text file or
Word format. This is useful when printing calendars off for staff meetings. See
Default Printing Calendars, page 66.

•

Custom Printing. Use a customised template to print calendars in Word, PDF or
HTML format. See Custom Printing Calendars, page 67.

•

Print directly from the Calendar Events tab. This is useful for quickly printing off
basic information. Calendars are displayed in a calendar format. See Print
Calendar Events, page 33, for more information.

Default Printing Calendars
Print off calendar events for selected dates. Choose to display event Notes and the
order that events are listed. Files are generated in a standard text file or Word format.
This is useful when printing calendars off for staff meetings. You can also save the file
generated for future use.
To use Default Printing, follow the steps below:
1.

In the Calendar Manager Module, select the Printing tab.

2.

Select Default Printing.
An example of the fields displayed is shown below:
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Select the Report Format that you want to print in:
Text File (.txt). This is useful for copying into an email.
Word (.doc). Use this for printing off as a meeting handout.

4.

Select the dates for events that you want to print. Choose a Term or a Date
Range, as required.

5.

Use the arrows available to include/exclude calendars from your printout. Click on
the double arrows to include/exclude all the calendars listed.

6.

Select Categories and Subcategories to include in your printout. Hold Ctrl to
make multiple selections.

7.

Choose to display the event listed by:
•

List Ordering. This duplicates the order that events are displayed in the
Calendar Events tab.

•

Sport Ordering. This is useful when printing sport fixtures. Events listed on
the same day are grouped by sporting activity for ease of use.

8.

Use the check boxes available to select events and information to be included in
your printout.

9.

Click Produce File and follow the on screen links to Open or Save the file.

Custom Printing Calendars
Use a customised template to print calendars in Word, PDF or HTML format. You can
also save the file generated for future use. Contact the iSAMS Help Desk for help
creating a customised template.
To use Custom Printing, follow the steps below:
1.

In the Calendar Manager Module, select the Printing tab.

2.

Select Default Printing.
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An example of the fields displayed is shown below:
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3.

Select a Custom Report from the drop down list.

4.

Select the Report Format that you want to print in.

5.

Select a Date Range for the events that you want to print.

6.

Use the arrows available to include/exclude calendars from your printout. Click on
the double arrows to include/exclude all the calendars listed.

7.

Select Categories and Subcategories to include in your printout. Hold Ctrl to
make multiple selections.

8.

Click Produce File and follow the on screen links to Open or Save the file.
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